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Jim Veteran, left,
Woody Lynn. right, as
Wanda Gambord,
.nad
ries version of Marie Wilson.
Plenty of seats are still &yellable for tonight’s opening performance of the Bishop-dlrected
extravaganza.
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La Torre Co-editors Set Photo Deadline;
Organization Section Nears Completion;
More Than 80 Groups to Be Represented
The organization section of the 1949 La Torre is almost tornplete, co-editors Jim Mapes and Bob Moon revealed yesterday. More
than 80 on-campus sororities, fraternities, honor organizations, and
clubs will be represented in the annual publication.
"We have made every effort to include as many organizations
as possible in this California centennlal issue. As a result of the
response ahown by the large numher of organizations, we were
forced to limit the amount of
space available to each group,
Even se, there will be Lae pages
devoted to college organisations in
the ’49 La Torre," the co-editors
said,

should be prepared to wait their
turn." emphasized Mapes.
"Picture-taking for all honor organizations will end this Saturday,
and since we must adhere to strict
deadlines in order to present the
book in June before school is out,
we cannot give as much time as
we would like to the taking of
these pictures. Therefore, all students who make appointments for
pictures are urged to keep them,"
he pointed out.
The two editors also disclosed
that this week will be the last
chance for any member of a social
sorority, fraternity, or honor organization to secure a reprint of
last year’s picture for the New
La Torre.

-San Jose State college is rapidly gaining ’big-time’ stature, as
evidenced by the growing number
of national social sororities and
fraternities, and we plan to show
these organizations, not only
through individual pictures of fraternity men in tuxedos and sorority girls in off -the-shoulder
black drapes, but with the addiReprints Can Be Used
tion of pictures of chapter houses
-There are many students who
and drawings of the Greek letters
of each organization," the co-edi- would just as soon have a reprint
rather than go to the trouble of
t Ors added.
having another picture taken,"
said Moon,- "and they may do so
Will Show 29 Honor Groups
by going down to the Norman
Twenty-nine honor organizations Wing studio any time this week
also will be represented in the and notify them. The cost of a
1949 La Torre, with individual pic- reprint is 75 cents."
tures of members, These pictures
Twenty-nine clubs will join the
are currently being taken at the
Norman Wing Studio, 57 East social and honor groups in the 100
pages that will make up the orSanta Clara street.
ganizational section of the ’49 La
"A check with Mr. Wing last Torre. "In order to break away
week revealed that, a large num- from formal, static pictures, we
ber of persons who-had signed up have arranged with the various
for pictures at the Library Arch clubs to have their pictures taken
booth have failed to keep their ap- sit one of their meetings or social
pointments. They may, however, functions," explained the co-edihave their pictures taken by going tors.
to the studio on or before SaturMerna Maddux, senior advertisday afternoon, Feb. 26," the co- ing
major from Napa, is in charge
editors said.
Of the club section. "She’s doing
terrific job," praised Moon. He
"Mr. Wing has consented to
photograph those persons who added that "through her efforts,
missed their sign-up times last not only will there be more interweek, but since other students esting pictures than ever before,
have appointments at the same but they will be accompanied with
time, It Is likely to be crowded, copy describing the aims and
and they are warned that they events of each club."
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Photo by Dick Freeman..

apeaker Says
Federalists Not
pposed to UN
"World Federalists are not op.
Posed to the United Nations as is
believed," declared H. F. Thygesen
to a group of interested Interne tional Relations club members
Monday.
Thygesen is an official speaker
from the Los Altos chapter of the
United World Federalists.
World Federalists, he said, believe in a federal -type world government with limited but adequate
powers to preserve world peace.

Another fundamental change
which Thygesen outlined was a
proposal to change the national
court of justice into a world court
with power to settle disputes by
law which are now settled by war.
World Federalists believe that
Russia would enter a federal government if it believed the proposal
to be a genuine and sincere offer
Of world cooperation.
If Russia did not join immediateIy, Thegesen believes, she
would eventually be forced to join
or remain isolated from the rest
of the world.
-The only hope of saving the
world from another war- --which
might well mean annihiliationis
a world government," Thygesen
said. "World Federalists are now
working to convince people of the
truth of that statement."
Discussion( both pro and con,
followed the speech.

Nominations Held Before
mall ’Assemblies Yesterday;
Fifty-two Chosen to Run
By GEORGE STRATTON
Fifty-two persons’ were nominated for class and student body
offices at the nominations assemblies held yesterday. The Sophomore class led the way, with 14 nominations to fill class offices, and
a representative to the Student Council.
The turn-out at the assemblies was very Poor. according to Chief
Justice Tom Eddy. He said that
only those persons being nominated or nominating %%ere in attendance.
Those nominated for the position
of Junior Justice were Matthew J.
Wadleigh, James W. Taylor, Ray
Bowdle, and Dean Price, for one
office, and Audrey Auerbach,
Dolores Skocko, and Angie Panelli,
for the other. One man and one
woman will be elected at the general elections Friday.

0

The most fundamental change in
the United Nations set-up proposed by World Federalists would be
the power to act upon individuals
instead of nations in enforcing
legislation, the speaker told stirdents. A world federal government would have this power, he
said.

ROUES

Ed Majors Called
All education majors who plan
to do their student -teaching in
general elementary, kindergarten-primary, and junior high
schoels during next quarter
must pre-register Immediately,
according to an Education department source. Pre-registration will be conducted by Miss
Carolyn Walker.

’How’s It Goin" Opens Tonight
With or Without Its Scenery
"How’s It Going’ " opens tonight in Morris Dailey auditorium
but the question yesterday, according to Director Ray INshop was
whether or not the scenery for tbe show would arrive in time for tbe
Opening.
Scenery was ordered from Hollywood and was shipped via
truck line that does not have a

ASB Cards Held Unnecessary
For Library Use CirculatioW
Del)artment Librarian Reveals
"There is a misunderstanding i fines levied are sent to the Cl Ii among many students in regard toi.fornia state general fund. In 1948;
library privileges," Miss Barbara I Miss Wood said, an average of 600
Wood, head of the circulation de- I books were checked out etch
partment, revealed in an interviestr school day, 100 more per day ti’ an
recently. "Students," Miss Wood the previous year. -These figurate- ’7’
said, "need not be ASH card hold- Miss Wood explained,. "relate to
ers in order to gain admittance to ; books that go out from- the sirthe stacks. A library ’special priv- eulation desk. Th0 average cireuliege’ card is all that is needed." ilation for the reserve hook room
The librarian stated that all is 570 per day."

local franchise. Instead of coming
to San Jose, the scenery was shipped to San Francisco, Bishop said.
The problem was not where the
scenery was, but how to get If to
San Jose State college.
Yesterday being a legal holiday,
truck companies were not working, and’ the firm where the scenery was sent was closed. A group
of students went to San Francisco
to try to retrieve the lost sets,
but as of pre. sit time, things were
still
"Everything would hate been
fine," Bishop said, "if Washington
hadn’t picked Feb. 22 to be born
on."

Seniors Nominate
George Link and Bob Barmettler
led the nominations in the Senior
Class. They were nominated for
the position of class president.
Nominated for vice-president were
Bill Swasey and Dick Mitchell;
secretary, Glenna Shaw, unopposed; treasurer, Joan Polek and
Bobbie Ftodenbonn; Council representative, Rhoda Anderson and
Jean Glines. Din Schaeffer, from
the Council, and Shirley Anthony,
representing the Student Court,
presided at the assembly.
Alyce Leonard, Carl Holmberg,
and Bill Durilavy, were notninateli
by the Junior class for the president’s chair, at the class assembly presided over by Ron LaMar,
representing the Council, and
Marge Weaver, from the Court.
’Others nominated were, vice-president, Elwood "Duke" Deras, RamonnHicks, and William Hennessy; secretary, Joanne O’Neil and
Marian Bell; treasurer, Dorothy
Ellis, unopposed; Council representative, Barbara Barr, Jack
Passey, Les Penterman, and Walter "Bud" Jenvey.
At the Sophomore assembly,
David R. "Bob" Madsen, and Lawton Rogers were nominated for the
class presidency.
Others were,
vice-president, Mildred Walls, Peter Ciriviller, Charles Abilgaard,
and Joan Michell; secretary, Pat
MacFadden, Dorothy Johnson, and
Beverly Ricketts; treasurer, Joan
Beeler and Bill McNeeley; Council representative, David Down,
and Stewart McCullough.

Fresh Class
In the Freshman class, four persons were nominated for the halfyear term on the Student Council.
They are, Joanne Packer, Richard
Kelly, Marilyn King, and Gerry
Lopes. .Five were nominated for
the full-year term. These include,
Carolyn Halley, Barbara Kinst,
Dick Russo, Merri Sauble, and
Thomas Harney.
The meeting
was presided over by Pat Walsh,
representing the Council. Chief
Justice Tom Eddy reyresented the
Court.

WAA Election
Is Being Held
This Afternoon
Election of WAA officers for
the school year 1949-50 will be
held today and Thursday in the
Women’s gym from 9 to 4 p.m.,
according to Mona Morris.
Candidates for the positions, who
were nominated at the men]
meeting of WAA held two weeks
ago at the Catholic women’s center are:
President, Barbara Albaugh and
Leta Walter; vice president, Tillle
Jurevich and Mary McNeil; corresponding secretary, Marilyn Hein
and Carol Nystenn; recording
secretary, Jessie Flinger sad Annabelle Vargas; treasurer, Ruth
Leine, Dorothy Iteggon and Ir
Tourtillott; recorder of =
Joeunn Ingraham, Beverly
and Lois Topharn; publicity tamperer, Clara J. Lyter and Pat Moan.
All women students participating in bowling, badminfbn, basketball, orchesis or swimming this
quarter, or who participated in
previous WAA activities are eligible to vote, Miss Morris said.
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Clink Helps Student’s
To Correct Stuttering
a

Thin Wool
When the people of California approved Proposition 4 last
November they were moved by a wish to help the State’s aged and
blind. They had the wool pulled over their eyes. Fortunately, it is a
poor grade of wool that even the blind can see through.
The State has approved a request of the California Council for
The Blind to circulate petitions demanding the repeal of Proposition 4.
The Council wants the -present scale of maximum payments of $75
monthly to ’the aged and $85 monthly to the blind maintained but
wants the .administration of social welfare returned to its former status.
No Responsibility
The constitutional amendment brought about by the passage of
Proposition 4 has taken the administFation of social welfare out of the
hands of the county and put it in the hands of a State Director responsible to no governmental group.
The office of Director has been made elective, thus injecting
politics into an office that was formerly appointive.
The maximum payment figures of $75 and $85 have been frozen.
No matter what conditions exist in the future, these figures can only
be changad by constitutional amendment.

The Stuttering class of the
Speech clinic is little known to
many students on campus. It is
a comparatively new and unusual
class conducted by Mr. Floyd
Greenleaf.
Mr. Greenleaf now has 10 students whom he is working with
to try to correct the speech difficulty of stuttering. His groupclass is very informal. Students
casually sit about the room and
tell of their problems and what
they are doing for them.

Benefits Have Preference
Under the present setup, payment of benefits to the aged and
blind has preference over State support of schools or any other project using State funds.
When we voted for increased aid to the aged and blind we also
voted for many undesirable fixtures in social welfare administration.
In our desire to be humanitarian, we allowed the wool to be pulled
over our eyes.
We can prove that we, like the blind, can see through the wool
by signing the petition for repeal of Proposition 4.

The group situation provides an
opporttmity for them to test the
therapy and share the results of
their experiences.
"There is no ’pink pill’ for the
cure of stuttering. Improvement
chiefly depends upon the efforts
of the student. The ideal course
of improvement ends with the student becoming his own speech
clinician so that he may continue
the therapy on his own when clinic
help is no longer feasible," says
Mr. Greenleaf.

THRUSTAtsID PARRY
Wet Blankets
Dear Thrust and Party:
I read with interest Arnold
Wechter’s column of February 17
in which he suggested severing
ties with the 2C2A as a solution
to San Jose State’s athletic problems.
He proposes a conference eifsich
ude
enta (Ian,
would
ITSF, Nevada, CO4 San
Jose. :Loyola, and Utah.
Now there is no doubt that this
is a wonderful idea from our Point
of view. It would solve our problems very nicely. The only trouble
uinhetlthat the ’other colleges
could be talked into it, and unless
they can, we’d better stay where
we are until something better is
in sight.
Regarding this proposedJeagne,
we can eliminate Utah from consideration right away. The Utes
aren’t going to travel 1000 intim
to play half their schedule in California when they can get all the
Karnes they need at home.
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As regards the three Catholic
colleges, Santa Clara, St. Marys,
and USF, we should remember
that Catholic schools are independents by long tradition.
Georgetown, Notre Dame, and
many other prominent schools fall
into this class.
Traveling Teams
Furthermore, such a conference
would have two permanently traveling teams, Santa Clara’ and St.
Marys. This is against all the
laws of financial mathematics that
apply to football conferences.
Moreover, Nevada can be
classed as a semi -traveling team,
since it depends on games away
from home for a great deal of its
money. Reno is a small city, and
the Wolves don’t get the crowds
there that they do in tither cities.
Then, too, Santa Clara’s athletic
following, which sees sugar bowls
in its sleep, is anxious to have
several "name’’ teams on the

Spartan Daly

Three-Stage Therapy__
The therapy in the clinic involves three stages. The first begins with the elimination of the
tendency to avoid feared words or
situations.
"Stutterers will frequently walk
a mile instead of using the telephone," says the instructor. ’’He
may go into a restaurant fin- a
cup of chocolate, but as his order
These are a few of the wet bias- is taken, fearing that he would
Itets that come to mind. There’s stumble over ’chocolate,’ he orders
DO delaying It would be a good ’a cup of coffee’."
thing if the others colloid be talked
Next he must eliminate 1111811.
into it. Vista they are talked in, attitudes of shame and embarrassme’d better stay where we are, or ment associated with stuttering.
else isvork ’toward independent Greenleaf says, "Many Mutterers
ranking.
feel that they are the cause of
This is what our athletic de- any laughter which occurs within
partment seems to be promoting their hearing."
right now, and very shrewdly, too.
Erection of psychological barIt has convinced USF, St. Marys, riers against disturbing influences
and Santa Clara that good crowds is another task of the stutterer.
can be had in San Jose. This,
"They school themselves to decoupled with the fact that our lay their responses in answering
teams can at least give them a questions and telephones. They
goodnight’s
also develop the ability to laugh
will bring them back for year; , at their own stuttering"
and years and years.
Analysis and understanding of
Have Room for Big Timers
fears and symptoms comes next,
As you pointed out in a recent he said. This is done by observ,
I column, things are getting tight ing their awn stuttering in a mirin an Francisco. Sure-fire crowds ror and by observing other stutof 20 or 30 thousand now have terers.
strong appeal to the Bay area
The student then studies stutindependents. We are in a posi- tering as a speech disorder by
tion to help them make money; studying other therapeutic ’thetherefore, they are attracted to us. ories.
Even when we meet our CCAA
The second stage is to remove
obligations we still have room for the excess baggage of stuttering.
five "big timers" on a ten-game Among them are lip-pursing and
schedule. When the day comes
that we are "in" permanently
with these people, there will be
plenty of time to ’leave the COAA.
Remember, when we leave we bear Thrust and Parry:
The budding Bill Leisers on the
will have th find some place for
the basketball and baseball teams Spartan Daily sports staff scream
to go. Furthermore, these other "bloody murder" when a Stanford
CCAA schools faithfully send their scribe refers to "punk little San
boxing, wrestling, cross-country, Jose," an attitude which I am
gymnastics and swimming teams sure is by no means representative
around to do business with us at of the Stanford student body.
a loss of money to themselves.
Doesn’t feel so good, does it,
They will be less likely to if we fellows? Now we _should be able
quite playing them in football.
to appreciate better how Cal Poly
Bob Crabbe, ASB 4467.
feels after the recent derogatory
blasts hurled at her through the
Spartan Daily sports columns.
schedule. If Santa Clara canto into this conference, five or six of
their games would be automatically scheduled in advance; add to
this the fact that they regularly
play Cal and Stanford and carry
Portland or Loyola out of Church
loyalty, and you have accounted
for their entire schedule. Their
faithful wouldn’t stand for it.

Feel ’Good?

Thanks, John

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Dear Thrust and Parry
and John Cartwright:
Enticed in monad class meteor Aptil
I$. et San Jew California, arida the
Congratulations for a pip of a
act arliterct 3 117,
story. We hung on every line.
Pre 1110104 r. tarok* of Ualted Press.
More power to snappy jobs like
.....iietror Mt Gusto Prinews Contliany
First Stein, Sas Jaw, Crillorsis that one.
Calliersis llswoomer Tablislorig
.Thanks for the laughs.
Anatiolies
ASH 2907.

Why not stop in
and get acquainted?
Ow Imams it. froth ’daily.

SAN JOSE ROX PUNCH
95 E. San Amtoolo

Bal. 172

Our SPEC IAL

Mirror Therapy

Clinician Says
There Is No
’Pi nk Pill’

Mr. Floyd Greenleaf, in eharge of the Stuttering class of the
apeeteh clinic, demonstrates to a student how a stutterer obsenes
bdarrelf and his own stuttering in the mirror. With the help of
Mr. Greenleaf.: lite Mutterer may improve his condition.

The third stage for the students
is to learn a controlled stuttering
so that they know what to do
when a block occurs.
Parents, Cause Defect
Mr. Greenleaf tends to agree
with Professor Wendell Johnson
of the University of Iowa who believes that stuttering can be the
result of parental influent*.
He says, "Parents themselves,
unintentionally, of course, bring
about the disorder in their own
children." Normal ctildren have
a normal amount of hesitations
in their speech. Many parents
think this should be corrected beoause they think that the child
is stuttering. He is not. Because
of this factor, the child may actually become a stutterer in the
future.

"Those who stutter," warns Mr. ,
Greenleaf, "should not be taken
by quacks who advertise cures.
Quacks operate much like the
patent medicine sure-cures. It is
Considered unethical by recognized!’
clinicians to advertise their services and guarantee cures in a
specific time.

Hey, Fellows and Girls
r off per gal.

"The American Speech and /:
Hearing association will be glad ’
to advise the stutterer as to a
recognized clinician who will try
to help."
Mr. Greenleaf came to San Jose ,
State college two years ago after
obtaining his AB at Syracuse,
N.Y., in English and Speech edu-

on -Ethyl
SERVICE TOO ! !

Spartan Service
3rd and San Carlos

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR DINNER

CHICKERY-CHICK
Chicken

Free Delivery
’iii 9 p.m., 10 p.m. Sat.

Much can be accompished by a
student newspaper to help create
good -will among schools. Instead
of belittling our athletic rivals,
as seems to be the contemporary
trend, let’s praise them when
praise is merited.
Leonard A. Frizzi,
ASB 219.

, 080 E. Saida Clam

1/2
Roil, French Fries 1.35

Call Col. 8734

’49ers

Closed Monday

VOTE
FRIDAY

"Let George do ir

mate the Sand
wiches to yo w.". your fraternity Stems. tuy’lltem for your next Stag. Stol’

-- LINK FOR PRESIDENT

CHATTERTON <BAKERY
SAWA

Home - made apple turnovers,
prepared by members of the Student Y. will go on sale in the
Women’s gym and the Student Y
lounge today, according to Barbara Sloan of that organization.
The al
start at 11 am.
and students are advised to purchase their pastries early.
Proceeds of the sale will he
used to send a local representative to the national YWCA convention to be held in San Francisco next month, Miss Sloan said.
College women from all over the
United States will attend the meet.
Special problems of YWCA organ izationson campuses will be considered.

Association Helps

FRATERNITY ’HOUSES

--Onnosito

Students Y Sells
Apple Turnovers

There are many people who are
Mutterers and ha e made a prominent place for themselves in our
society, according to Mr. Greenleaf. He lists W. horn erset
Maugham. King George VI, and
Charles Lamb.

BOHEMIAN RYE ond CARAWAY DARK irfE

221 S. Socesci

cation and his MA at the tinversity of Iowa.
He has an interesting philosophy
which he calls General Semantics.
He defines it as "The application
of the scientific method to the
problems of every -day living." it
Interests him to test statements
by asking "What do you mean?"
or "How do you know?"
One of his desires is to be called
by his first name, Floyd. He is
a Boy Scout troop leader in Moreland, California, and likes to do
leather work, repair furniture, and
tinker with autciinobiles.

ey ,,It7117.,
that are originally
used by the stutterer to ease his
block’s. Unfortunately, these
"tricks" quickly lose their value
and become an involuntary part
of the stuttering behavior.
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REVE

SOFTER SOMETHING NEW

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELERY
EVERYTHING IN
OUR STORE MUST GO

Business is slow and we are over-stocked,
sohere is an unusual opportunity to purchase your wedding ring set-or _favorite
brand watch at 50% off of the regular
selling price.

MUTUAL JEWELERS
59 North First
SAN JOSE

NEXT TO THE VICTORY THEATER

For Your
REVELRIES DATE
Look
Trimmed & Tidy
Frank Trapani’s

ESQUIRE
BARBER SHOP
Col. 437-W

36W. San Frmsdo

Nick Camila, head of the art staff for "How’s It Goin’," is
surrounded by a bevy of beautiful Revelries queens as he shows
off some of his artistic accopplidtment. Nick, as art disecter, is
responsible for all of the vas? amount of art work being used to
spice the show. The girls, left to right, are: Carol Hemmond,
Jean Neirl, Nielt Castoffs, Gennlue %dui and’Marityrr, SMalafb

’How’s it Goin’
Title Came As
Flash in Pan By VERN BAKER
Something new in. the way of a
. Revelries production will be seen
tonight when a east of 200 students present "How’s It. (kiln’,"
Spartan Revelries of 1949.
Many people have asked just
how the show was named. Well, I
here is the story. Director Ray
Bishop got the news of his appointment as head of Revelries
during the summer. At the time,
Ray was working in a cannery,
ttrying to make enough of the
l"long green" to get married.
Story in Mind
When he heard about his appointment, the story for the show
was already formulated in his
mind, but he lacked a title that
would not only typify the college
attitude, but would also tie in
with the show.
The title, as Ray tells it, came
to him in a flash. It seems that
while he and his buddy, Douglas
Dean, were working they had a
foreman that kept popping up and
asking, "How’ it goin’ fellas."
Ray’s mind was occupied with
titles such as "For the Birds" and
"Drop_ Yaw_ _Seeks:" but Dean got
the Idea right away.
4 "What the heck you worried
about?" Dean asked. "There it is."
"There what is?" asked Ray.
"How’s it goin’?" asked the
foreman.
"That’s it," yelled Dean.
"That’s my title for the show,"
said Bishop.
Thus, Spartan Revelries of 1949
was christened, "How’s It Goin,"
Replacements Made
As is the case with all shows,
some repfacements have been
made in the cast. Wayne Mitchell
will take over the role of six
characters in one scene originally
scheduled for Cliff Roche, and Ray
Bishop and Joe Julliano will play
the two.Ace Detectives.
"The detective scene was originally written to rim seven minutes," Bishop said, "hut with Joe
and I doing the act, it runs anywhere from 14 to 17 minutes."
About $30,000 worth of scenery
and costumes is being rented for
the show, according to Dick Cirigliano, business manager. "By renting it, we get $30,000 worth of
material for a Sum we can fit into
.our budget," Cirigliano said.
"Heavenly" Theme
The scenery itself is what Bishop.
describes as "out of this world,"
perhaps because it goes along with
the "heavenly" theme of the show.
The costumes are also very
beautiful. The costumes to be
were, by the Can-Can girls are
made of Movement material, and
glow In the dark. This is the first
time costumes of this type have
been used at Spa Jose State college.
The sketch on the student council will be done despite rumors to
the contrary, according to Bishop.
Other satires that will be .seen in
the show include Rally Committee,
Police School, Music department,
Registrar’s office, and the college
in general.
MaurProps
Props to be used in "How’s It
Goin’ " include everything from a
Crosley to "shootin’ irons." What
is a Cr9sley doing in "How’s It
Gobs’?" Bishop said only those
who see the show will know.
"How’s It Goip’ " will introduce
many personalities to San Jose
State college audiences. Among
them are: Bill Gillis, Mary Braunstein, Wayne Mitchell, Jack Wenzel, Bob Kastner, and Greta Cenral.
Others In Cast
Others in the show include the
Revelries Girls, JIM Borba, Jim
Veteran, Jack Brasil], Joe Rosenberg, Lorraine Leonetti, Woody
Lynn, Thin Winston, Ben Winkleman, Joe Julliano, Joe Ginnarella,
Bob Smith, Denice Bushnell, Ed
Kline, Janice Cattermole, Wando
Gambord, Spartass Spinners, Pat
Clark, Vivian Haggard, Ernie
Jackson, Coralie Hill, Dee Crone.
Also.: Roy Bertorelli, Marilyn
Maas,
Grace
Jerry Williams,
. Brown, Betty Sample, the Schmeer
Plitotlfbris, amilmny Others..

on eters, one o
ance directors for fists year’s production of Revelries, shows eiroup of girls the right step. "How’s
-ss’" features many dance and production numbers, plus a
ft
carload of music and laughs.

AMMON!
Headquarters for
PAPER HATS BONBONS BALLOONS
GAMES TRICKS
JOKES TOYS

GREETING CARDS
If you are giving a party, see us

FUN SHOP
Ours is a FUNNY tininess
94 South Second Street

Saes Jose

Bakmas
Flower Shop

Flowers by Wire F.T.D.

for WEDDINGS, FUNERALS and
ALL OCCASIONS
Santa Clara at 10th
JOHN BAKMAS
Ownsr-Managor

PHONE COLUMBIA 803 OR 804

SHOE OUTLET
SERVE YOURSELF
and

SAVE
Men’s Dress Shoes
LATEST STYLES
ALL LEATHER
ALL SIZES

5" & 695

Girls’ Casuals
Strap Wedgies kw Suedes mid
Calf. Red, Green, Blue and
White. Many Styles.
Reg. $ 1 1.95

6"
SHOE OUTLET
73 N. 1st ST. Near Victory Thisatt
Open Thursday ’Till 9 P.M.

411,

1.

Traditional Sp
Goes Onto Boo

Good Luck, Revelries
And Your Gorgeous Galaxy of
Guys, Gags, and Glamor Gals!
From State’s Favorite Enchilada Emporium

****Irk****************

THE ESQUIRE DEN
HOME OF

ESQUIRE SMOKE SHOP

NEAT EATIN’

32 W. San Fernando

36 W. SAN FkRNANDO
Wo’ll see you

on the _back ,

of the RoveWog Program!

,Reg. $2.00, Now $1.35
DR. GRAYBOW PIPES
Reg. $3.50, Now $2.00
DR. GRAYBOW
.....
Reg. $2.00, Now $1.25
DR. GRAYBOW
Reg. $1.50, Now $ .75.
YELLOW BOWL
Reg. $1.00, Now $ .75
MISC. PIPES
CUSTOM BILTS
Reg. $2.50 to $10.00, Now $3.00
BRYSON
Reg. $3.50, Now $2.50
CHADWICK TWIN BOWL
Reg. $5.00, No $2.50
SPIRAL COOL
Reg. $8.50, Now $2.50
STERNCREST JUMBOS
Reg. $25.00, New $10.00
Miscellaneous

Marxman
Sportsman
Duke of Dundee

Spartan Revelries Is a tradition at S
"How’s It lioin’," this year’s product

way of a Revelries production. Thk year
revue with a story continuity that will
with the students at San Jose Statc collt
The story centers around Cosino Cai
to readjust himself to the routine of H
heavenly adviser, seeing Cosmo’s
tries to get him into the fine arts ills don
While applying for entrance, ( osmo
a hoard of the division, Hach, Shakespea
Gillison who send the two men to cart’
education.
While enjoying their ectoplasinic exit
meet the rigors of college routine :old it
we will reserve the end for the show. --Cosmo and the Dean are the only to
throughout the whole of the prwint Don
make the show, according to mans idiierve
Credit for the music goes to Jim
greater part of the music, Don Mc( din,
ing, writing, and supervising.
Credit should also go to the ,issisti
who has helped Director Ray Riskii;. put

FREE

From $5 to $10

WITH EVERY PURCHASE
A

SO% Off

Rogers Pouch

Prepare now for that

DEATH VALLEY FIELD TRIP
Clothes for rugged out-door wear.
Ski caps with sun visors and glasses
attached. Flannel shirts, khakis,
Levis and hiking shoes and boots.

THE HUB
90 S. 2nd ST.
"EVERYTHING FOR OUT-DOORS WEAR"
Joe Rosenberg (Cosmo Carmichael), pleads with an earthly inhabitant, Wanda Gambord, who evidently chooses to spurn his advances. Joe plays one of the leads in "How’s It Goin’," San Jose
State college Revelries production.

1

Economical Lunches
Speedy Service at . .

THE

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO
GLAMOUR SHOTS
Photography A Specialty

"KNOWN FOR GOOD FOOD"

These two lovely gals are samples of
State college pulchritude that will
"Host’s It Goin ." The big show opel
auditorium. The sweeThearts are De
Wanda Gamb4

17 E. Santa Clara St.

COMMERCIAL
PASSPORT

PORTRAITS
WEDDING

and the

HOLLYWOOD FILMUBRARY

TYPEWRITERS

PUT LIFE IN YOUR MEETING
SPORTS
COMEDIES

EDUCATION
SCIENCE

16mm. Sound Films And Projectors
All Kinds Rented

FREE-FREE--FREE
1iI
j

1

"Tobaccoland U.S.A."
"Blasting Cap"
"Electronics at Work"

; 41 N. First Street

Columbia 3079

OFF
STANDARD MODELS
Underwood

L. C. Smith

Remington

Woodstock

BARNARD BROTHERS
,

SOPOST ST., SAN JOSE

NOR
SANDWICH
Cigarettes & (

HOT COI

5’
ONE BLOCK FROM
105 EAST SAN RI

Spartan Show
oards Tonight
.dition at San Jose State college.
r’s production is something new in the

Let’s Go To VOIGHT%
AFTER REVELRIES
It’s a good idea
to go where . . .
the food is good . . .
the service is tops . . .
the price is right . . .
the atmosphere is friendly

44(11-4-41-4144-41-111-414-Valte441-41-11-44-11L,

This year, the show will be a musical
’ that will make the production a hit
State college.
Coston Carmichel, deceased, who tries
utine of Heaven.
Dean Seedman, the
ifs Plioatt gives him a helping hand and
ts di % ision of heaven.
osmo and the Dean run against
rice*
Shakespeare, Michael Angelo, anti Dr.
len 1*0 earth to find proof of Cosmos

From counter to the softly-lighted
- totem*, you have the best there is.

DAILY LUNCHEON
HOME-MADE CHILI
DONUTS AND COFFEE 15c

[Justine existence, Cosmo and the Dean
’tine and red tape, but in the endbut
show.

DONUTS

the only two -roles that are continuous
prooloction. The satires, however, will
an observers.

FOR ANY

10 Jim Veteran who has written the
Metaslin, and Fred Dutton for arrang-

OCCASION

the Assistant Director, Nick Lickwar,
Bishop put the show together.

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP
126 SO. FOURTH

Complete Cleaning and Laundry Service

SKIERS’ SPECIAL
We can clean and water-repellant
your clothes in 3 days.
STAY DRY AND COMFORTABLE

Quality Service Since 1910

Garden City Cleaners
.185 E. SANTA CLARA
BALLARD 2647

Check our new Records
The latest and Greatest of . . .
KENTON
PARKER WAITERS
ECKSTEIN G1LESPIE
JACQUET
VENTURA RAEBURN
AND OTHER TOP RECORDING
ARTISTS

samples of the outstanding San Jose
that will adorn the production of
I show opens tonight in Morris Dailey
Irts are Dennise Bushnell, right, and
nda Gambord.

Curiin Music Co.
The Finest in Band Instruments
NEXT TO VICTORY THEATER

55 N. FIRST ST.

Open at 6:30 A.M.
Until 11:30 P.M.

)R DS
VICH SHOP
ettes & Candy

Across From
Student Union

REVELRIES TIME 8:15
DUTCH MILL TIME
AFTER THE SHOW
also

COFFEE

5’
OK FROM CAMPUS
r SAN FERNANDO

g*

Remember to

With faces lifted high (and skirts, too), three of the fen Can -Can
girls who will appear in Revelries, give a demonstration of what
can be expected tonight when their number wows the customers.
Left to right are Jean Neiri, Geri McCracken,
and Marian Huffman.

WASSERMAN’S FOUNTAIN
and SMOKE SHOP
DELICIOUS, TASTY SANDWICHES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

COMPLETE SMOKERS’ NEEDS
See Our Imported Briar Pipes
On Sale at $2.00
MAGAZINES

PIPES

TOBACCO

START LIFE ANEW
Come any time in any
mood you’ll go away
happy and refreshed, ready to start life anew. These are
religious meetings and though you may be a scoffer,
afraid or plain uninterested
come anyway. You’ll have
a wonderful time ...

Ask About The Evening
Meal ’Ticket

YOUTH for CHRIST

It’s the MILL for that Home-Cooked Meal.

ADMISSION FREE

Every Two Weeks
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

MissileA Smash Into Germany
’

ProCommie Writer
Given Red Boot
As ’American S PY ’

A as erican mews explained
that! all four landed hi .the same
gentlest area, just east of.Schweinfurto some 35 miles from the Rutin
slan..sone.

‘Pineapple’ Is.
Topic of Home
Econ Display

The e x per t s said they were
mystified because if the projectiles
Pineapple, the wonder plant of
were fired from the Russian zone the Hawaiian Islands, is the subthey possessed almost uncanny acject of the sixth in the series of
curacy smce all four landed in so
exhibits arranged by members of
small an area.
Dr. Margaret Jones’ class in theThey also explained that a misory
of home economics.
sile travelling 35 miles from eastern Germany should have dug a
Esnmy Lou Riedle, who planned
larger crater, even if loaded with this week’s exhibit, says that the
only.ordiaary charges.
Hawaiian Islands raise 80% of
The first missile was reported the world’s supply of this crop.
in October, 1946, according to GerMos MAW lion-oloown. goy*.
man police ’r ecords quoted by cally, a terraced and. 08111111111111,
American authorities.
planted field, a. field of swum
Two others followed in May and pineapple, a meabsideal.lbearealtor.
and the process- of using rinelleb
July. 1841.
paper to discourage weed growth.
The fourth arrived between 4 Ninety-nine percent of all pineapand 5 a.m. last Jan. 31.
ple produced in the ishands Is
A German policeman who saw canned and swat to other parts
its flaming tail streak through of the world. Part of the exhibit
the early morning sky and then shows the efficient canning procplummet into the earth said it ess’. Articles used in this section
travelled from northeast to south- of the exhibit are the property of
West, coming from the direction the Dole HIMallalt Pineapple Ce.
of Russian-occupied territory.
Pineapple, which contains vitaIt. tore a hole seven feet wide mins A, B1, and C, has important
and 10 inches deep in the ground by-products, says Mis Riedle. Citand had a flaming tail 20 feet ric acid is produced from the juice
of the pineapple shell. Natural
long, authorities said.
sugars are made from juices.
’ Officials ’sold they doubted it Course pineapple bran is used for
Could have been released from an cattle feed. Shells are dried, shredairplane because the eyewitness ded and sold as stock food.
saht.he had heard no %maid from
a plane before the missile landed.

World Students
Hear NY Speaker

Thus far the eaperts have not
been able to reconstruct the missile because they potion only a
few fragments. They have not
J.- Benjamin Schntolter of the
been able to determine what powered it because the trimmest* New York committee on friendly
were rain-soaked when picked LW relations among foreign students
will speak to the International
World Student organization tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union.

Bollinger’s Ruling
Forces Students to
Write With Noses

"When students get tired of writing with dull pencils they can
shift to using their noses, for all
I care!" Byron Bollinger, supervisor of buildings .and grounds,
said yesterday.
ft seems Bollinger is getting just
a little weary of replacing millhint
pencil sharpeners. "Just last
week," he exclaimed, "we found
three were missing, two from the:
main building corridor and one
from the Women’s gym.
The
strange part is that the one missing In the gym disappeared during
the Veshman dance!"
’
"I can’t undmaand why anyone
would ’borrow’ a pencil sharpener
at * dance, much less a freshman
dame:* the dissilinaloned Beliteger
mourned.
"But I do know this: we are not
going to replace the missing sharpeners, not a one! Why? Bicause
nearly every student at State must
have one in his room by now!"

YW Opportunities
Girls interested in opportunities
with the YWCA should contact
the Placement office for aPplicafloras for interviews which will
be held in early March, Miss Doris
K. Robinson, of the Plagement office said yesterday.’

NORD’S Sandwich Shop
Coffee 5c
Sandwiches, Sod*.
Cigarettes ,Canaly
1014East San Fernando
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’Hypnotic Eyes’
Awards Given

MOSCOW.(UP)--Mrs. Anna Louise Strong, 63, pro-Communistwriter arrested last week as an "American spy," was deported
from Russia yesterday, the Moscow press reported yesterday.
The deportation announcement was made in a 10-word sentence
published on the back pages of all newspapers. Her destination was
fragments of it. But their investigations have left them mystified
as to the origin of t& missiles.
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Alice Samson, temporary cochairman of the group, asked that
all members attend this meeting.
At last week’s meeting, it was
that the organization
weuld exist independently of the
Student Y. A scotninittee is at
work on the constitution at the
present time, Miss Samson said.

decided

Tin van der Wal is Co-chairman
with Miss Samson.

Centennial Panel
To Discuss Reports
Cgmmittee reports concerning
denials of the centennial celebration June 1-4 will be discussed at
the bi-monthly m eeting of the
centennial committee this afternoon at 2:30 in 8-8, Lowell C.
Pratt, acting Committee chairman,
said recently.

LOS -ANGIE LE&(UP) Pres.
ident Truman, Premier Jose f
Stalin, Singer Rise Stevens, Actress Jane Greer, Actor Kirk
Douglas and Sen. Margaret
Chase, R., Me., have the "most
hypnotic eyes in the world," the
National Institute of Hypnotism said yesterday.
The national group said it
f o u nd "compassionate understanding" In Sen. Chase’s eyes,
"smoldering promise" in Miss
Greer’s, "spiritual radiance" in
Miss Stevens’, "sudden thunder"
In Douglas’ and "sinister brutality’ in Stalin’s.

Authorities Seeking Origin
Of Flaming Rocket Projectiles
apparently
FRANFURT.(UP)--Four mysterious projectiles
Germany
of
zone
U.S.
in
the
landed
or
jet-propelled--have
rocketyesterday.
disclosed
authorities
American
since October, 1946,
The last one shot over the northeastern corner of the State of
Bavaria last January 31 and American technical experts have obtained
hot indicated.
Reports in the Moscow press a
week ago said that Mrs. Strong
was arrested Feb. 14 by agents
of the state security police.
These reports said that Mrs.
Strong, "the well-known American
spy .-. was incriminated in spying and sabotage activities against
the Soviet Union."
The American Embassy had
been given no prior word of Mrs.
Strong’s departure and learned of
it only through the morning newspapers.

Flyers To Go
To Air Games

Diplomatic circles speculated
she was en route to the United
States, possibly by way of Stockholm, Berlin or London.

San Jose State’s "Flying 20" has
voted to accept an invitation to
compete against Stanford univerIlly in an air meet to be held
Maieh 4.
Competition will include such
events as level bombing, dive
bombing, paper cutting and spot
landing. The., decision to accept
was made at a meeting at the
home of Gordon Wilson Monday
night.
Also discussed at the meeting
were plans to move the club’s
operations to the new San Jose
municipal airport. An insurance
plan providing complete accident
and liability coverage was considered.

Records in Washington show
that Mrs. Strong first went. to
Russia in 1921. Since then ono
has written numerous articles and
books and has delivered many lectors* praising the Soviet communist way of ilfe.

Jim Waterman
To Lead State
Assistant Coach Jim Waterman
Will lead San Jose State’s 1949
tennis team into action for the
first time this year when the. allveteran squad meets Hartnell College in Salinas this afternoon.
Waterman, who will have complete charge of the team while
Coach Mumby guides his wrestling
squad, has six men with at least
one year of vanity competition,
and another half dozen with frosh
or junior varsity. experience.
The varsity ladder at present is
led by college champ Chet Bulwa
with Gene Franco, Ed Terry, Dave
Parnay, Jim Cruze, Bob Phelps,
John Nelson, Bad Wilkinson, Don
Gale. and Dick Russo following in
that order.
Bulwa, Franco, Terry, Cruze;
Phelps. and Nelson, will make the
Salinas trip this afternoon. No
doubles combinations have been
announced.

La Torre Picture
Deadline Feb. 26

The Soviet ship Sesteret was
scheduled to have sailed from Baltic ports yesterday for London
with a stop at Stockholm. There
was a possibility Mrs. Strong was
traveling by that route.

U.S. officials in Washington, upon hearing of her arrest last week,
were strongly skeptical of the motives behind the Soviet action.
They charged that Mrs. Strong
might be expelled from Russia
under a cloud to spy on American
activities.

Brotherhood Is
Hillel Subject
A symposium on brotherhood
will highlight a meeting of Hillel
club tomorrow night at 8:15 in
Alexander hall of
the
local
YMCA, President Ed Klein announced yesterday.

Tan’s, Nuggets
Lead Race
In Casaba Play
The Tan Tan’s, captained by
Carol Nystuen, and the Gold Nuggets, captained by Ruth Leine,
are leading in the WAA advanced
round robin basketball tournament, according to Marie Gabriel,
manager.
Other teams and their captains
In this group are the Hot Shots,
Mary White; D.P.I.P., Barbara
Sevier; Mary George Co-op, MarHansen’s
Blue
Kasmine
gie
Frogs, Barbara Patterson. Before the end of the tournament,
each team will have played the
others, making a total of five
games apiece.
....In the intermediate group. the
Fighting Irish, captained by Genevieve Villasenor, and the Unknowns, Martha Craft; Perry’s
Perchers, Beverly Gettys; and
Lois William’s team, are tied for
second place.
Other teams in this league,
which will play seven games
apiece are: Chi Omega cagers,
Barbara Hill; Key, Lunks, Donna
Clark; Shooting Stars, Louise
Aunger; What Knots, Tiny Minor.

YWCA Interviews
Job Applicants
A teaching position in Arizona
is open to a young marries! couple,
Miss Boris K. Robinson, director
of placement, announced yesterday.
The poaitiOn will be at a ranch
s c ho o I. Qualifications are language, science, history, and English.

Students participating in the
symposium are Joe Ashworth,
James Huntley, Alice Samson,
Francis Fu-tse Wong, Ruth Sutherland, and Robert Lawrence Mr.
Wilbur Luick of the- Speech department will be the moderator.

Men would be angels;
Angels would be gods.

The symposium is being sponsored by Hillel in cooperation with
Newman club and the Student
Y.

If you missed your appointment
last Week, go to the Norman Wing
studio, 57 E. Santa Clara street,
anytime on or before Saturday,
Feb. 28. This will be the last day
for pictures, according to Co-editors Jim Mapes and Bob Moon.
"
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VARSITY RECORDS

EASTSIDE PHARMACY
I6th and Santo Clara Ste.
Fr.. Dolivary
Ballard 234

The Original

ARCHIE’S
for STEAKS
545 Second St.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHR

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN. JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students...
Used S.tandard & Portable Machines For Sate
Also New Portbles
Easy Payment Plan

MODERN MUSIC COi
166 W. San Fernand*

ss

think of Jo* Colic ex-Spartan.

A social hour, with dancing
and refreshments, will follow this
Have you had your honor organ- evening’s program. Klein said.
Nat Snider 501 Alyeadss Col. 7151-J
ization picture taken for the 1949
IIII11111M1111111111111111l1t11111111111111111M111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111
yet?
La Ton*

EACH
IF IT’S A HIT, IT’S ON

RECORDS

When you think
of a drugstore,

From 4 to 5:30 this afteanoon
IBUoi members will -meet for an
internal discussion in 12 with
Closter Zen, chili counselor. Following the disenseles Mr. Telt
will be available for individual
conaseang.

2 HITS ON EVERY RECORD

VOW

Pope.

Sa11.J61.

CORONA

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

REMINGTON

. Es. 1900

G. A. BLANCHARD

24 So. 2nd St., Bal. 349

SPARTANS FAVOR CONFERENCE
Don Smalley Is Consistent
Sprint Winner for Spartan

San Jose Risks
Peifect Record
By JOHN ROMERO
San Jose State’s Don Smalley, a lightning legged sprinter from Against Aggles

Gridders
Favor New League

By HAL SOUSA
San Diego, has formed a habit that throws Spartan track coach Bud
Interviews with students on Washington Square yesterday brought Winter into fits of joy whenever he glances at the CCAA record
unanimous approval for the proposal to form an eight-team league book. The habit formed by the speedy Mr. Smalley is that of winof St. Mary’s, COP, Santa Clara, USF, Nevada, San Jose Stale, ning the conference 100 and 220-yard dasheswhich feat he has
Loyola and Utah.
accomplished for the last three
Stan Rose, junior student, said, "If San Jose ever expects to hit years hand running. It’s amazing !

San Jose State’s undefeated boxing team will meet tough Pasadena City College and the unbeaten Cal Aggies Thursday in
Spartan gym, and may be pressed
for the first time this season to
retain their unblemished record.

Don Smalley

that one man could retain such a
The Spartans had a rough time
complete mastery over his opponof it last weel$ with the visiting
ents for such a length of time, but
City College crew, but downed
Smalley has done it, and track
the Pasadenans 5 to 3.
Coach
and field experts around San Jose
Dee Portal’s boxers won four and
Jack Donaldson, Spartan full- give bins an excellent chance to
dropped two bouts to the Bulldogs.
back, is in favor of the new con- make it four years in a row come
ference. % "Competition would be the conference meet in May.
A Pete Prestwich -Bob Blanton
balanced, which would lure morerematch will be a highlight of toIf the guy does win both dashes
fans to games. Prestige of San
morrow night’s festivities. Fr/11111Jose would be elevated to the this year, then it’s high time someeleh gained a t.k.o. user the PH411blOgy
started
shaking
him
down
In answer to the recent Spartan point where other sports would
dena boy last week, but ringsiders
for
concealed
jets.
Daily proposal for a new eight also be aided," remarked Jack.
thought the bout was stopped too
team league to replace the CCAA
Was Prep Star
early.
Lucie Campo, senior Spartanon the athletic calendar Bill HubSmalley
has
etie,
agrees
lived
a
with
male
-fast
students
life,
The Cal Aggies have taken the
-tobard, SJS football coach said
that a new league is needed. "Past speaking from a cinderpathpoint
measure ’ofUCLA -5-4, Chico Stateday, "The new league idea -is an
athletic, records Indicate San Jose of view. Running on the relay
7-3, and Nevada 59, and should
impossibilitythere is no common
Is .wall on.lts way .toward .the iilg team at San Diego high in 1941,
furnish the Spartans with a merry
groom/ for the schords involved to
time, ventured.Miss Campo. This he helped set a new world prep
evening qf beak-busting.
build upon."
is the appportmaity for ’the local record of 1:27.9 for the half eli de.
Von Brown, a held hitting 155
Divergent interests, particularly cediege to establish its namein all Incidentally, Don was Southern
pounder with a ratingof 80 points,
in the ease of Nevada, St. Marys, athletics."
California prep agarhtt champ in
will hook up- with -Pacific Coast
Santa Clara and USF, would preBob Plfferini, all-CCAA gridder the same year. In 1942 he again
thamp Wayne Fontes in the top
vent any working agreements that
and member of the Detroit Pro (ho hum) wrapped up the manic’
the evening.
bout-a
would coincide with Pacific Coast
titles.
Lions, stated, "I approve the
Conference and NCAA rules, Hubleague proposal, but minor sports
The 1443 pound Smalley also says
bard added.
conducted here at State will prob- that in 1942 he ran . . . and de"BleSsed be agriculture! If one
"If these schools followed PCC ably suffer by lack of competition feated . . . the great Glen Davis,
does not have too much of it."
and NCAA rules to the letter they from other schools in this setup." then a Bonita high star, in the
Charles Dudley Warner.
would be devoid of talent in short In regards to football, Piff believes 10(1-yard dash. (Doesn’t anybody
time," Hubbard continued, par- the Spartans could hold their own. beat this guy Smalley!)
tan spiked shoe fans . . allowing,.
ticularly Nevada."
"However, Santa Clara has been
Don enrolled in San Jose State as bow he’ll get pressed but good;
building
up
and
would
likely
moThe Spartan grid mentor belitcollege in 1943 but didn’t get a .by San Diego State’s Art Wil-;
tled the Daily’s stand that the nopolize this league in the grid chance to prove his pick-etn-up- t hams, C.OP’s Bob Heck, and’.
CCAA was weak in competition. sport," Bob added.
Home Bought Under
and -lay-em-down prowess as he 1 Fresno State’s Bill Martinsen,’’
On
ate G.l or FHA Plan
was drafted almost immediately. rSmalley thinks his strongest tom-.
"Competition in the CCAA is as
We re here to help you own your
good as any league in this part
Returning to sputa in 1,,1 tuetition will come from his own
home. Drop 4n, or zee Welt Beeley
of the country, including the
Smalley gat in a full season, sad teammates.The gentlemen
at Spartan Track Field in the after.
has
in
mind
are
Steve
O’Meara
PCC", Hul*ard emphasized.
wen the matt-ranee dashes in RA
moons,
and
Bob
Crowe,
a
pair
of
speedHubbard claimed Promo State
and 21.7.
burners from away back.
is a strung link in the CCAA chain
In 1947 it was 9.7 and 21.3 as
sand will be even stronger in future
It’s everybody’s guess, however,
INTERCHANGE MEMBER
An -AWS fashion show is shed- the stocky speed merchant copped That the Spartan trio will be up
seasons.
the
sprints
for
the
second
year
in
501 South Fourteen
uled for 4:30 p.m. today in room
When asked about cutting loose 24 to model prizes to
a row. Included in his top times front, not way back . . . and who’s
San Jose Col. 103115-It
be given to
to
say
they
won’t?
from the CCAA and going inde- the girl selected as junior prom for the same year was a 9.6 cenpendent, Hubbard asked, "Who queen. All girls are invited to tury at Salt Lake in an NCAA
trial heat. Smalley grabbed sixth
Jumping the
would we play?
attend.
in the Nationals the next day.
CCAA would leave State with a
"A Skiers world of Sun end Snow"
Merchandise is to be donated
half-filled schedule each season."
EfLetell Weight in ’48
from numerous business establishThree Tows in Operation.
Don had a fair year in ’48, but
ments in San Jose.
RentalsLarge assortment
Models will be Donna Forsyte, excess weight held his performof Boots and Skis.
Marge Cline, Doris McClaine, Nan ance down somewhat. His winHartley, Ell e n Ericksen, and ning CCAA times were 9.7 and
Ski Schools for All.
21.4. This year he’s slimmed down
Gladys Cummings.
Guest Slalom.Closed to
10
pounds,
weighs in at an even
The San Francisco YMCA out Ann Guenther will act as modclass A or B skirs.
140, and is eager to go after his
tumbled the Spartan gymnasts erator.
fourth
sprint
title.
35
to
46
a
yesterday afternoon by
The junior prom entitled ’Jar.
score in a challenge match in the din du Soir" will take place March
Th ex-San Diego vihig thinks
Men’s gym.
5 in the Civic auditorium. At this the excess poundage loss will help
In more than two months of skiing, we have not had a single casualty.
San Jose started off well with time, a queen will be chosen from in the 100, but may weaken him
NERVE AMICK
Tommy Humphrey taking first in among the dancers on the floor. In the 220. Me expects his best
Jackson, Calif.
Sox
931
Any
ASH
P.O.
co-ed
will
be
eligible
semen
for
this
year,
however.
took
the rope climb. The SF club
But get this, all you loyal Spar4 hours from San Jose
the free exercise next and San the contest and the prizes.
Jose retaliated by coping the hibar. From then-on, however, the
ANIOINIeeir
boys from SF had the upper-hand.

Hubbard Calls
Proposed Loop
Impossibility

the big time, this
the solution. This
give flee to ether
tions in addition to

new league is
proposal would
athletic funcfootball."

Ask Us About The
_Low Down Payment

AWS ’Holds Show,
Models Fashions
This Aikernoon

KATHLEEN KAY

SJ Gymnasts Drop
Meet to SF YMCA

PEDDLER HILL SKI LODGE

STATE TAILORS AND CLEANERS

Outstanding man of the meet
was Bob 13ressler of the "Y", who
amassed 21 points and three firsts
for his team. Humphrey of SJS
was next with 14 and two of his
team’s four first places.

Qualify Cleaning

Altering

au

Relining

One-Day "Cleaning Service
COLUtABIA 1793

53 W. SAN FERNANDO,

t chef del says . . .
Songsters are writing ballads,
About our delightful salads!
HOT LUNCHEONS ..
from $.75
.....
LIGHT LUNCHEONS
.from i.50
1.10
DINNERS--including our Smoegasbord Tablee $wi4h
from
dozens of salads and relishes

It’s
American

CAFE CHALET
37 West San Carlos Serest

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

DIVIDEND ETHYL GAS

DIVIDEND’

A PENNY SAVED

Across from Sta. Claire Hotel

.A PENNY’EARNED

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Buttons sewed onRips and lean sopahed
Close to College Close to town
E4GHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1199 Franklin - Seats’ Clara
275 E. William
Mein Mant
Ballard OD
25-29 S. Third Street
231 Willow
1740 Park Awe.
332 E. Santa Clara 54.
1335 Lincoln
24th and Sesta Clara St

,
The -Sweetheart of Good Health

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
Am’erioan Dairy Products
17th and Sanaa Clara

Mabel R. Gillis, Librarian
Gauzier-A Cfai". Library
Sacraimpto 9, California #2

Announcements

IFormer Stater
Will Address
ma- Pre-Legal Club

ENGLISH DEPIP.:English
DELTA SIGMA PHI: Room 21
jors: the three-hour comprehensive
tonight at 7:30.
exam will be given on Thursday,
ENTOMOLOGY CLUB: Mosquito movies in S-222 at 1228 toDELTA PHI UPSILON: Bring
day.
your phi for records to Ed. Dept.
PRE-LEGAL CLUB: Meetbig in office tomorrow at 4 p.m.
L-211 tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA: MemSIGMA GAMMA OMEGA: To- bers and pledges meet at 526 S.
night in room 33, members at 7:30, 10th street at 7 o’clock.
pledges at 8:30.
THETA CHI: 253 S. Eighth at
DELTA ZETA: H.E. 2 & 3 totojiaaht: pledges at 6.
night at 7, council at 6:15.
WAA BOWLING: At Jose Bowl
FROSH CLASS: Class Council from 3:30-5:30 p.m. today.
in B-12 at 3:30 this afternoon.
AWS: Room 24 at 4:30 today.
MARINERS CLUB: Room 11 at
7:30 tonight.
HEALTH OFFJCE: Will the folDEUTCHE SINGSTUNDE: To- lowing people report to the Health
day In room 21 at 3:30.
office at once: Mona M. Logan,
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB: S-3 Maurice McCarty, Juanita McFarat 7:30 tonight.
land, Robert P. McIntosh, RoseORCHESIS: Meet in dance .
McKean, Laverne Martin,
mary
studio at 3:30 this afternoon.
March 10, from 2-5 p.m. The fol- Peter Martin, Mary W. Marvin,
lowing students are expected:. Bar- David Meredith, Effa L. Mildon,
bara Chambers, Mary Fitunaanice, Doris Moore, Melynn Moore, BevRose Fucile, Betty Hayes, Bonnie erly Morby, Arturo Moreno Shiela
Lindley, Donald Seigal, and Don- Murray, Ruth V. Nelson, Mildred
ald Wobber.
Novak.

Classified Ads

Bruce Seldmore, former San
Jose State student, and a second
year law Student at Santa Clara
university, will be the guest speaker at Thursday’s Pre-legal club
meeting at 7:30 in room L211.
Seldmore studied his first year
of law at Northwestern university
law school, according to Pre-legal
club sources.
Topics.fos his talk will be pee.
legal studies and law school work.
He will also present a comparison
between eastern and western law
schools.
All interested students are invited to attend.

Aeronauts’ Frat
I Holds Crab Feed

FOR RENT
SAVE MONEY: Do your own
cooking. Two single beds available for male college students with
24 haw Idtchei; privileges. Col
8952-W.
GOING FAST: One and a half
Kitchen
blocks from campus.
privileges. Telephone. $25 a month.
Room for seven_ 468 S. Sixth.
FOR SALE
TYPEWRITER: Under wood
portable with case. One owner,
pre-war model.
$50.
Call Col.
2862-R.
EARN $5: Sell 1943 Norge
washer.
Price $50.
Like new.
Phone Mayfair 4227.

A stag crab feed’ for 18 members
of Alpha Eta Rho, international
honorary aviation fraternity, was
held at the home of Al Rosenga
in San Leandro Friday night.
Club members saw several films,
including pictures of the first
Graziano-Zale middleweight fight
and the first Louis-Walcott bout.
Let your own discretion he your
tutor: suit the action to the word,
the word to the action.
Shakespeare- -Hamlet.
Act. ITI. Sc. 2.

LOST
SARDONYX MEN’S RING:
CO-ED ItECREATION COMMITTEE: Little Theatre today at Finder please phone S.C. 151. Reward.
3:30 p.m.
Pi Nu Sigma: Important meeting in B73 at 12:30 p.m. tomorDrunkenness is temporary suirow.
cide: the happiness that it brings
P.L. 346 VETS: If you haven’t Is merely negative, a momentary
received your eligibility Certificate cessation of unhappiness.Berfor this quarter, bring C-numbers trend Russell The Conquest. of
to Vets office, room 32.
Happiness.

You Get

SERVICE
mod you

Save 4c Per Gal.
at the

$AAVON
SERVICE STATION
4th dad William St.

CHESTERFIELD
rf

"Chesterfield satisfies
Decause is ALDER
it’s MY cigarette"
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The TOP MEN of AMERICA’S SPORTS
smoke CHESTERFIELD

,

JACK KRAMER
’4

says..."Because they’re MILDER

Chesterfields taste better all the way.
It’s MY cigarette."
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